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In Spain, virtuoso
violinist pays
tribute to war-torn
Lebanon childhood

In the garage where he sought shelter
from bombs in his native Lebanon, Ara
Malikian discovered the power of music.

The bearded and heavily tattooed 52-year-
old paid homage to this childhood hiding
spot in his latest album released online in
January called “Petit Garage”. “It was a
place full of rats and cockroaches,” he said
during an interview with AFP in Madrid
where he has lived for the past two
decades. “We would hear the bombs, it was
a very dramatic situation and suddenly
some of us started to make music, others to
sing, everyone dancing,” he added. “I saw
how music and art changed people’s mood,
gave them hope, joy. We forgot all our sor-
rows, the war and the bombs.”

Born in Beirut in 1968 to an Armenian
family, Malikian started playing the violin at
a very young age, encouraged by his violin-
ist father who has performed with legendary
Lebanese singer Fairuz. “From the moment
I was born, he put a violin against my chin
and, whether I liked it or not, I had to play
it,” he recalled. “Luckily I fell in love with this
instrument, so I had no psychological prob-
lems,” he added with a smile. “It is true that
my father was very strict, very severe, he
forced me to study and practice for hours
since I was very little.”

The hours of work turned him into a
prodigious musician and allowed him to go
to Germany to perfect his skills. But there he
found a “very, very conservative” world of
music conservatories which did not appeal
to him. “I had to earn a living so I secretly
played in bars and nightclubs,” said
Malikian, adding he learned the importance
of being “mad and open-minded” during
this period. He recalled feeling embar-
rassed because he did not know who The
Doors were when asked to play the US rock
band’s music at a “transvestite bar”.—AFP

After more than 17,000 years of
silence and decades forgotten in a
French museum, a shell fashioned

into a horn by our prehistoric ancestors has
been played again as a result of new
research published Wednesday.  Scientists
believe the ancient conch, from a species
of large sea snail still present in the Atlantic
and North Sea, is the oldest wind instru-
ment of its type yet found.  The shell was
unearthed in 1931 at an archaeological dig
in the Pyrenees near the mouth of the
Marsoulas Cave, whose walls are painted
with the artwork of Magdalenian people liv-
ing there at the end of the last ice age.  

Scientists initially thought it bore no trace
of human modification, assuming it was a
type of ceremonial drinking cup. It was tak-
en to the Museum of Natural History in
Toulouse and forgotten. But a new exami-
nation using modern technology found not
only that it had been altered, but that it
could still hold a note. Or three, as it turned
out.   Played by a musician, it had tones
close to C, C sharp and D. And it boomed
at a resounding 100 decibels a meter from
the conch. “This sound is a link, a direct link
with Magdalenian people,” said Carole
Fritz, lead author of the study and a senior
scientist at the French National Centre for
Scientific Research.  

She said it was “very important because
you have the sea in the cave”, adding the
shell was from the Atlantic, some 200 kilo-
meters from the cave.  Instruments older

than the conch have been found-flutes whit-
tled from the bones of large birds like
swans and eagles-but the researchers said
this was the oldest shell horn, symbolizing
the importance of the ocean to
Magdalenian people. The study, published
in Science Advances, said radio-carbon
dating of items at the cave suggest it was
occupied around 18,000 years ago. “To our
knowledge, the Marsoulas shell is unique in
the prehistoric context, not only in France
but also at the scale of Paleolithic Europe
and perhaps the world,” the study said.

One clue to the shell’s importance was
its markings. Painted red dots the size and
shape of fingerprints are similar to those
used to depict bison on the cave wall.
When the shell was discovered in the
1930s, scientists likely assumed its broken
tip-leaving a 3.5 cm diameter opening-was
due to accidental damage, said co-author
Gilles Tosello, researcher at the center for
prehistoric art at Toulouse University. 

But this is the strongest part of the shell
and is “almost impossible” to break natural-
ly, he said. On closer inspection,
researchers found the shell had been care-
fully modified with an “elaborated tech-
nique”, with a CT scan revealing two holes
that they think were drilled to install a
mouthpiece. 

‘Sound from prehistory’ 
The Magdalenian people were pregis-

toric hunters, spread across Europe, from

northern Spain to Germany, at a time when
animals like bison roamed in large herds.
Their culture disappeared around 12,000
years ago as the cool, near-glacial climate
warmed.  They left an abundance of flint
tools and weapons as well as caves deco-
rated with paintings, like Marsoulas and
Altamira in Spain.     Researchers think the
conch may have played a part in rituals or
ceremonies, as it still does today in modern
societies from Polynesia to South America. 

With its loud sound-roughly equivalent in
decibels to an approaching subway train-
the Magdalenians may have used the shell
as a calling device.  “The intensity pro-
duced is amazing,” said co-author Philippe
Walter, director of the laboratory of molecu-
lar and structural archaeology at Sorbonne
University. “You can imagine what can hap-
pen at the entrance of the cave, or inside a
cave, with this very strong sound.” Future
attempts to make music from the shell will
use a 3D printed version of the fragile arte-
fact.  Walter said that researchers-looking
at modern-day use in traditional cere-
monies, and even to play jazz-are con-
vinced there are many other notes in its
repertoire. But he said we will never know
what music the Magdalenians heard.  “We
cannot reconstitute the sound from prehis-
tory,” he said. — AFP

Armenian-Spanish violinist Ara Malikian poses
during an AFP interview at the WiZink Center in
Madrid. — AFP

French director of the Museum of Natural History, Francis Duranthon (right), assistant Guillaume
Fleury, and archaelogist and CNRS researcher Carole Fritz (left) stand by a Charonia lampas trumpet
shell, which was first found in 1931 in an archaeological dig at the mouth of the Marsoulas Cave, at
the museum in Toulouse. — AFP 

Guillaume Fleury, who works at the Museum of
Natural History, shows a Charonia lampas trum-
pet shell.

Guillaume Fleury, shows a Charonia lampas
trumpet shell.


